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What
is it?

Once in

lifetime

experience

Everyone usually

unprepared 

Uncommon,

life altering

events. Difficult to find

people you can

relate to

leads to lack of

support, advice &

guidance.

Complex, long lasting,

changing impact over

time

Often causes a response of

sadness or mourning in many

people.

Talking about acute

trauma can be

uncomfortable for

many

An acute trauma is

something many people

will remember

Pain

Magical
Thinking

Anger

Feeling that life is

unfair

Angry that no one

understands them
Wondering

'What If'?

Physical and

Mental signs

of pain

Brain is unable to

accept the

situation can't be

changed.

Sleep problems,

appetite changes,

unusual energy

levels.

Often

linked to

numbers or

spirital

beliefts

Angry that

it didn't

hapen to

someone

else.

Typically linked to a

need for control

Support

Long lasting
shock

Survivors of acute

trauma are often

also seen as

victims

Shock often

prevents us

from processing

the realities of a

situation for

months if not

years

Noises, sounds, dates,

even certain phrases can

cause people to enter a

'catastrophe' response.

It's typical to visit

emotions, process a little

and then stop again as it is

too painful/damaging/

difficult. 

Guilt

Need to
escape

Guilt destroys self

esteem and self

worth

Leads to self

sabotage and

self

destruction. 

Guilt associated

with surviving, not

doing enough, not

feeling the right

things.

Can make

people feel

like a

burden and

contribute

to suicidal

ideation.

High risk of

addictive

behaviours

and

substance

abuse.

Compulsive

lying helps

people

change their

narrative.

May behave in

destructive ways

to change their

focus.

The impact of

the event is far

reaching

Triggers &
Insights

People often seem they are

coping really well

immediately after the event -

this can last a long time. 

People need support to

unpick the acute trauma,

over a period of time into

bite size chunks that they

are able to process

Let individuals guide

their therapy and choice

of therapists. What do

they want to achieve?

What hurt the most?

What approach do they

want to tack?

We must recognise that the acute

trauma response is not the some of

it's parts - the interaction of the four

components creates a new, currently

unrecognised response for many. 

safe
processingdon't minimise

Learn to
Listen

Unconditional
regard

We should never comment

of judge an individual's

response - there is no right

or wrong

Think carefully about

the labels we use.

Calm, non

judgmental

environments with

information and

resources.

Some people will have

'false' memories that they

will need to respond to (a

mixture of their own

thoughts and things they

have seen/heard in the

media)

Be vulnerable - it's OK to

say you don't have

answers or solutions but

that you care and want to

help.

Remember that there are

times when providing a

distraction is a great form

of support.

Avoid giving opinions

or solutions as part of

your response.

Instead try imply

saying that you care

and will led by their

needs.

Thoughts are often very

scrambled and powerful -

and individuals feelings,

thoughts and recollections

may change over time or

even from one moment to

the next.

We typically process things

as they come out so as we

speak we improve our

understanding. This

productive flow of thinking is

prevented when people

interrupt to 'solve' the

traumas we share.

Seek expert support

and recognise the

unique nature of an

acute trauma in all

you do. 

An acute trauma consists

of four core components: 

- death

- shock

- tragedy 

- media coverage

These four components

interact in a way that

creates a unique response. 

Acute traumas are

typically fatal road traffic

accidents, murders,

accidental deaths, natural

disasters or acts of

terrorism.

acute trauma is often like a

wave, with the response

becoming worse over time.


